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Happy Halloween…
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Advice to Club members of my resignation from the
position of President of BSCC and as a member of
the BSCC Board
As some of you may have heard by now, I have been elected by the Queensland State Council
to be an Elected Director on the Board of Motorsport Australia for the balance of 2020 and for a
three year period commencing on 1 January 2021.
The background to this is that a vacancy existed on the Motorsport Australia Board for the
Queensland State Council Elected Director following the completion of the term of the previous
QSC Director and I was asked to accept a nomination from the Queensland State Council to fill
this vacancy. After much thought and some positive support from the Board of BSCC, I advised
the Queensland State Council and Motorsport Australia that I would accept the nomination and
stand for election at the 20 October 2020 QSC meeting. As I was the only nomination for the
vacant position, the Queensland State Council resolved at that meeting that I become the Elected
Director to the Motorsport Australia Board for the balance of 2020 and for the three year term
from 1 January 2021.
Accordingly, to avoid potential conflicts of interest and meet the requirements of both the
Constitution of Motorsport Australia and ASIC guidelines, I have notified the BSCC Board of my
resignation from the position of President of Brisbane Sporting Car Club Limited, and as a Director
of the Board of that Company. I have also resigned from the Queensland State Council and as
BSCC delegate to the Qld State Council. These resignations had effect from 20 October 2020.
This new role on the Board of Motorsport Australia also precludes me from being appointed to
the organising committee of an event but I can continue to mentor officials and provide advice to
the extent that no potential conflict of interest occurs. I will, of course remain a member of BSCC.
The BSCC Board has set in place transitional arrangements under the leadership of Dominic
Corkeron, the current Vice-President and has appointed Gerard McConkey as the new QSC
delegate.
It has been an honour to have been a Director BSCC over a number of years and I am especially
proud to have served as President since 2019. I must thank my colleagues on the BSCC Board
for their support over my time on the Board and I believe that BSCC is in a strong position despite
the impacts of COVID-19. I hope that my service to the Club has left a positive imprint and some
guidance to future effectiveness and success.
Thank you for your support and I will see you at BSCC events.
Regards

Paul Woodward
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Firstly, I would like to thank everyone for their kind messages on the announcement that
I have taken on the role of president of the BSCC. It wasn’t a role I felt I automatically
deserved due to my already serving as vice-president and not a decision I took lightly.
With that in mind, I am looking forward to the role and the challenges ahead. I’m also
interested in what you want from the club so if you have something to add, please do
so. You can contact me via the club, Facebook Messenger, email me at
dominic.corkeron@managedconsulting.com.au or call me on 0499 981 188.
It’s been a crazy year as we all know and fortunately, we in Queensland have managed
a few events to raise dust, heart rates and put the smiles on our faces. Sadly, not all faces
as spectating has been curtailed for the
time being, but it is my hope we can soon
welcome everyone to enjoy the sport as we
did pre-COVID.
On the plus side, our
requests for officials have been met with
sometimes
overwhelming
responses.
Something highly appreciated by everyone
so a big thanks to all those who have raised
your hand, braved the early starts and
helped us run the events.
In saying that though, it is with great disappointment the Roo Systems Manumbar Rally
had to be called off. Decisions to cancel or postpone hurt everyone and considerations
are broad. Firstly, the areas in which we predominately compete now have a
recognized fire season. That starts on 1 October of each year and runs until January 31
the following year. It doesn’t mean we cannot rally in those times but if the prevailing
weather conditions combined with fuel loads mean that the risk to the forest is extreme,
then we are left with no option but to cancel or postpone.
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Working with HQ Plantations (the Managers of the forests) in this way also continues to
foster our decade’s long good relationship with them, the local foresters and police as
well as demonstrate what we may call “being a good corporate citizen.” In fact, it was
our good reputation with HQP and those in the Imbil area which permitted us to run the
2019 Inspirations Paint Capalaba Hinterland Rally when other groups who don’t even use
vehicles in their events were denied.
Arguably more important though is the safety of our many road block, SOS, control
officials, recovery teams and competitors potentially in harm’s way.
It is time then to shout out a huge thank-you to
Brad Hurford as Clerk of Course and to Craig
Porter who spent countless hours assisting and
mentoring Brad in this, his first go at CoC of a QRC.
Craig has had a rough trot this last year having 6
events either postponed or cancelled. It is
supreme efforts and dedication such as his which
keep club’s like our running and our events
humming.
The next event on the calendar is the Thornton Off
Road on 14th/15th November supported by DJK Air Conditioning, Rev Range Components
and German Autos. It is a two-day event just an hour or so outside Brisbane and entries
close on November 5th. If you are in a position to help on either or both of those days,
please get in touch with Barry Neuendorff directly or register on the website.
In his previous president’s report, Paul Woodward mentioned that the club had applied
for a sporting grant. The conditions of the grant allowed the club to apply for funds (up
to a maximum of $20,000) to pay for new timing equipment. In recent times, the TAG
rally clocks used by our flying finish officials have required more rebuilds than Grand-pa’s
axe. Something had to be done so the club, previous to the grant, purchased 4 new
clocks with a plan to buy another 2 so that we will have enough to cover all our stages
with new spares. At $3,000 each, they are not cheap so it was with crossed fingers the
application was made and now we can announce we were successful. To make up as
close to the maximum allowed, the board will include the 2 new clocks as well as 4 sets
of the latest technology TAG timing beams and receivers. All up, it is a $30,000+ injection
of new gear.
Equipment-wise, we are also looking at some new radios in the New Year to replace
some of our old gear so in the coming year or so, most of the equipment our volunteers
use will in some way be refreshed.
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Marius Swart from Inspirations Paint Capalaba
has also contributed to the club lately with him
supplying 15L of paint for us to refurb the board
room. Thanks Marius for your generosity and
continued support in our rallies. Anyone handy
with a roller?

In the last magazine, we added a notice that the BSCC Santa was sad as we could not
have our Christmas Party in the way we had it last yar. That hasn’t changed but just so
you know, in case the QLD Health department rules change, the club has booked
December 5 at the Transit Tavern. Stay tuned on that as we are keen to celebrate if
allowed but for the moment, this is the most we can do to plan.
So until next time, stay safe,
Dom.
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2020 BSCC
Calendar
Month

BSCC Event

November

14-15th November
Off Road Event

December

5th December
Club Christmas Party
HOPEFULLY!!
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Sincere apologies to Ed Mulligan at 4WD World – for some reason we
dropped his advertisement from the last few magazines
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Australian rally star Molly Taylor has been announced as one of the 17 contestants in the
Seven Network’s new reality programme SAS Australia.
SAS Australia sees the contestants put through a gruelling course by an elite team of exSpecial Forces soldiers, with military-style physical and psychological challenges.
The show was recorded in Queenstown, New Zealand and will premier on Seven on Monday,
October 19.
Taylor has described her involvement as the “toughest experiences of my life.”
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Taylor, the 2016 Australian Rally champion, will also be part of the Seven Network’s
motorsport coverage when racing returns, acting as a pit lane reporter for the TCR Australia
and S5000 Championship.
“It was a once in a lifetime experience, getting a glimpse of the SAS world and the challenges
that they face,” she said.
“It was certainly one of the toughest experiences of my life, but also the most rewarding too.
“I like to think that I push myself out of my comfort zone, but that was on another level.
“They put you under immense physical stress, and then make you perform other tasks that
test both your physical and mental limits. It’s pretty epic.”
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Following is an article written by Pete Smith and sent to us from Peter Marshall.
Memories of the old days – enjoy the read.
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Alloy

Material used to triple the cost of rally car building

Brakes

Only important when you have passed the ‘Dear God’ moment

Carbon Fibre

See Alloy but multiply according to how much lightness you think
you need

Doughnut

Sweet, round and generally smokey

Excuse

Sad explanation of poor results.

Fade

What Brakes and Brains do when they get too hot

Grid

Landmark to keep co-drivers from getting lost. Do not lift.

Hang On

Commonly used phrase found under “Brakes”

Intelligence

Often rare commodity once red mist descends

Jack

Helpful tool often only needed at the worst possible time

Keep

Usually precedes Right, Left and into it

LED

The latest way of turning night into day

Moment

That one time when you want Brakes

Numbers

Always those with the smallest ones win. Except in Skids

Off

Sometimes follows Moment. Results in creative parking of vehicle.

Parking

See Off. Self-Explanatory

Quiet

Something which should never be a feature of a rally or off-road
Car

Red

Colour of the strange mist which descends upon drivers after the
start

Skid

Locking of wheels leaving marks in the road. Longest ones win.
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Tantrum

Comical result following an inexplicable failure of others to accept
Excuse

Unobtainium

A once mythical material now used to make stuff you really need.

Velocity

The best bit about long straights

Wanted

Everything we know we cannot have

X

The twenty-fourth and antepenultimate letter of the English alphabet

Y

Sounds like the word “Why”. See Tantrum, Moment, Brakes, Excuse

Z

Only listed to see if you read this far.
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Member Classifieds

Coming to Brissport from next month.

From next month, Brissport will offer members the space to advertise
their cars, parts, tools, bits and bobs.
Please provide a short header, description of items on offer, price,
name and contact number in your advert.
Please send your advert to info@bscc.asn.au
Your advert can run as long as it takes to sell. All we ask is for you to
tell us when it is sold.

Happy Selling.
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Specialising in classic & custom cars,
motorsport & 4X4 from minor repairs to
full rewires.
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Brisbane Sporting Car Club
Honorary Board
President ................................ Dominic Corkeron
Vice President……..TBA
Secretary ............................... Judy Foster
Treasurer................................ Rod Sams
Board Member……..Barry Neuendorff, Rod Sams, Tony Kabel,
Craig Porter, John Coleman, Tristan Carrigan, Gerard McConkey
Motorsport Australia Delegate…………Gerard McConkey
Magazine Editor .................... Margot Knowles
Membership Officer ............. Margaret Mackay (0412 553 186)
Social Media……………Peter Flynn
Immediate Past President ... Paul Woodward

THE NEWSLETTER OF
THE BRISBANE SPORTING CAR CLUB LTD
All correspondence to:
Brisbane Sporting Car Club
Unit 16 - 23 Ashtan Place
Banyo QLD 4014
Phone: (07) 3267 7647

Email- Club: info@bscc.asn.au
Magazine: info@bscc.asn.au
Website: www.bscc.asn.au
If you’ve got something to contribute to the magazine we’d love to hear from you.
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Did you know you can advertise in the Magazine?
And it’s as cheap as chips!
Advertising Rates are:
Full Page Colour:

$220.00 per year

Half Page Colour:

$110.00 per year

Quarter Page Colour:

$55.00 per year

Magazine advertising is due for renewal on the 1st January each year.

Club Polo Shirts
Click on the Link to order online

https://bscc.wufoo.com/forms/brisbane-sporting-car-club-shirt-order-form/
Or go to the BSCC website and under Resources you’ll find the order form.
Shirt is $30 ea. plus $4.50 for optional pocket.
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